How to
Meditate
A brief guide for people who don’t meditate and think they should and
people who believe they failed at meditation but want to try again.

with
David Zinger, M.Ed.

Welcome
Join me on this bench in the Red River and let’s dip our
feet into meditation for a few moments. As we sit
shoulder to shoulder, facing the river, please know I do
not insist on any rules for you to follow and I won’t bellow
stern commandments you must obey.
I offer you simple invitations and thoughts based on 45
years of meditating even though there were many times I
stopped meditating for up to a year or two and then
started again.
Before you begin or begin again, know that it is okay to
stop and start, again and again and again.

Yet
Perhaps you have tried meditation but it just didn’t seem to
work for you. It felt creepy. You couldn’t sit still. Your legs hurt.
Your mind wandered. You fell asleep. You felt anxious rather
than calm.
Repeatedly you found yourself rehashing the past or imagining
an unknown future. Being here and now felt about as close as
Saturn. And just trying to focus on your breath left you gasping
for air and puzzled about how you are able to breathe when you
are not meditating.
If you decide to try meditation again I encourage you to add a
little “yet” to your statements of self-defeat to give you a bit of
space and time to conduct a personal experiment with
meditation.
▪ I can’t meditate, yet.
▪ This doesn’t work, yet.
▪ I can’t focus my mind, yet.

WHY
meditate?

What’s your why?
The answer to how can be why. Knowing why you meditate can
help you persist while also being open to experimenting and
seeing what works best for you.
You don’t have to have any whys and your why may be revealed
as you meditate. Your whys may change over time so don’t make
a big deal of this, just stay curious about your why. Focusing on
your why may offer you a helpful nudge to start and to persist.

My Whys
I offer my six personal whys of meditation as a springboard to
finding your own.
I don’t meditate to find enlightenment or to levitate. Meditation
does not make me more spiritual, if anything it keeps me
grounded in my fallible humanity - that something so simple, as
showing up to the present moment, could prove to be so damn
hard.

I meditate because:
▪ it tends to give me more margin in my daily dance with life.
▪ overall I am calmer.
▪ it feels like a healthy habit and an engaging break.
▪ it offers a direct although elusive experience of the present
moment.
▪ I am curious to see what will happen each time I start a new
meditation session.
▪ it gets me a little bit closer to myself and others.

Finding light versus enlightenment
Back in the 1970’s I tried Transcendental Meditation or TM. I was
given a “secret” mantra (ienga – not much of a secret). TM was
helpful, but much like a booster rocket, quickly shed after launching
me into meditation.
I don’t like gurus, or others, telling me how I am supposed to sit,
breathe, and think. I read that the Buddha said, “be a lamp unto
yourself” Since I read that, the light went on and I have followed my
own “light” approach to meditation ever since.
I believe we can just wade into meditation and see how it goes and
decide if we want to dive in, just keep wading around, or get out. I
am mostly a proverbial wader myself.
My approach to meditation is light, personal, and easy-going. I don’t
expect enlightenment, superpowers, or anything beyond taking
about eleven minutes a day to shine a light on a few moments of my
experience of living.

No Posturing
I don’t sit cross-legged or have some sort of special
meditation cushion. I tend to slouch a bit as I sit in my
Lazyboy recliner beside the fireplace wrapped underneath a
light blanket.
I often have a cup of coffee (sometimes black and sometimes
with a little bit of milk) on the table beside the chair.
If my wife walks by the family room on her way to the kitchen
while I am meditating, I will pause and talk with her. Meditation
is nothing special so it would be foolish to ignore my wife in
the name of meditation.

Que sera sera
Sometimes I meditate with my eyes open, sometimes closed.
Sometimes I just look at my neighbours shed and stucco
wall. Sometimes I focus on my breath, sometimes on
sounds, sometimes on a few words, sometimes I count my
breaths and sometimes I end up spending the whole period
mentally making a grocery list.
Anytime of day will do for meditating. I tend to meditate first
thing in the morning because when I don’t, I find I probably
won’t meditate anytime later that day.
Sometimes I am calm after meditation, sometimes agitated.
As Doris Day sang, too many years ago, Que sera sera whatever will be will be.

Staying put
I don’t have a gong but I set a timer on my phone because I usually
meditate for a set time of 11 minutes and 11 seconds. I found that
time period was as long as I could stay fully engaged with just
about anything, including meditation. The specificity of the time
also quietly pays tribute to my mother, Genevieve, born on the 11th
day of the 11th month.
When meditation is a challenge, I often peek to see how much
longer I have to sit. Sometimes if I struggle to persist with a
meditation period, I just get up and carry on with my day.
I believe you are the best judge of how long to meditate. 30
seconds or 30 minutes are fine. If I was just starting out again I
would begin with 5 minutes and make it longer if it feels too short
and shorten it to less time if I can’t stay put.

Just see what you can do
Before meditating it can be helpful to have an open mind to witness
what is about to unfold.
When my youngest son was eight, he was a hockey goalie. I asked
him how he prepared to face the pressure. He told me before he
skated to his net he said one thing to himself, “I’ll see what I can do.”
His statement was so genuine, egoless, and real compared to
positive yet false self-affirmation prescriptions offered by sports
psychologists.
The wisdom of an eight year old goalie offers you the mindset to be
curious, open, and detached from success or failure as you wade into
meditation. I wish you well as you see what you can do.

Just Start
Okay let’s see what you can do.
Close your eyes (or leave them open) and focus on breathing in
and then focus on breathing out. You can stop now as you are
a full fledged micro-meditator. Or you can keep going for a few
minutes or a lifetime.
You can add nuance and variation in how you bring yourself to
the moment but mostly you’ve got it now.
Sometimes, I will use a word or two to focus on. Sometimes I
use house sounds such as the dishwasher and my drip coffee
maker to focus on so I don’t get lost in the endless stream of
mental chatter. But of course, I frequently get lost so I just
return to my breathing or counting or listening.

Never mind
Your mind will jump all over the place. That’s okay. Do your best
not to fight your own mind. Rather, just notice and invite yourself to
return to your breath, reciting a word, or listening to the
dishwasher gurgle. Engage, as best you can, with a direct
experience of this moment without going backwards into your past
or fast forwarding into your future.
Meditation is your time.

Congratulations
You know how to meditate.
I apologize for not having a certificate for you or a jackknife for you
to carve your initials into the bench.
Know that each time you meditate, both you and meditation will be
different. If you have a good meditation try not to expect the same
next time and if your meditation goes poorly know the next
meditation will be different.
As a wise person once said, “you cannot step into the same river
twice because both you and the river will have changed.”

In case you want to dive in
Here are 3 teachers who can help you get your bronze medallion in
meditation:
Thich Nhat Hanh offers friendly and engaging perspectives in
Peace is Every Step.
Jon Kabat-Zinn provides research and detailed instructions in Full
Catastrophe Living.

Pema Chödrön offers compassionate insight in Living Beautifully.
Pema’s book begins with a quotation about life from Shunryu
Suzuki Roshi:
“Life is like stepping into a boat that is about to sail out to sea and sink.”

"If you walk, just walk. If you sit, just sit;

but whatever you do, don't wobble."
- Ummon

Sometimes there is an injunction for meditators not to
wobble. I see it differently. If you wobble, you wobble, no big
deal. Thanks for getting your feet wet, you’ve got this,
wobble and all.
I think it went well, because as far as I can tell while we sat
on a bench immersed in the Red River, neither of us had a
catfish nibble on our big toe and I didn’t want you to think
meditation was too fishy.
Carry on caring,
David
Email: david@davidzinger.com

